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Those people looking effortlessly relaxed in the yoga studio? They are so not you. Your life
barely allows for quiet, let alone meditation. You have a commute that takes longer every year,
you cook dinner for a family that doesn't appreciate it, and at the end of all that, you still have to
take your dog out for a walk. You are tired, and adding one more thing to the pile is out of the
question. Rather than expecting you to find more time to meditate, Mindfulness for PMS,
Hangovers, and Other Real-World Situations brings meditation to you. Mindfulness expert
Courtney Sunday allows the concept of mindfulness to be flexible, playful, and even fun. With
more than 75 everyday meditations, Mindfulness for PMS, Hangovers, and Other Real-World
Situations offers targeted suggestions for inner freedom, even if you can't stop scrolling your
Instagram feed. Included are meditations for . . . When Your Energy is Fading Fast When You
Can’t Find Your Keys Rush Hour Traffic When You Just Don’t Know Anymore Inner Struggle And
more! Mindfulness for PMS, Hangovers, and Other Real-World Situations doesn't judge you for
being hungover or eating too much cake (in fact, there are mindfulness exercises for both of
those situations). Purposeful presence is possible for all of us, even when your Uber is late or the
Wi-Fi is down. Really.

From the AuthorCourtney Sunday is a health writer, wellness coach, and yoga teacher who
specializes in working with people who don't believe they can do yoga at all. She writes articles
for publications such as The Globe and Mail, USA Today, and MindBodyGreen. Her preferred
place to meditate is on the floor next to her two purring cats. Courtney resides in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorCourtney
Sunday is a health writer, wellness coach, and yoga teacher who specializes in working with
people who don't believe they can do yoga at all. She writes articles for publications such as The
Globe and Mail, USA Today, and MindBodyGreen. Her preferred place to meditate is on the floor
next to her two purring cats. Courtney resides in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. --This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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by Jenny ZemanekCover photograph by iStockphotoPrinted in ChinaFor my mom, who made
me believe that writing was a noble act.For my father, who believed that I could be the CEO of
anything (including myself).For my sister, who reminds me to stay connected to who I was as
much as who I am.For Mike, who owns my heart and encourages my biggest, brightest
dreams.For Theo, who has already proven to be my spiritual
teacher.ContentsFOREWORDEVERYDAY MOMENTS OF MINDFULNESSTECHNOLOGICAL
MINDFULNESSMOODY & MINDFUL MOMENTSMINDFULNESS WITH & BECAUSE OF
OTHERSMINDFUL MOMENTS OF SLEEP AND ENERGYMINDFULNESS IN TIMES OF
TRAVELGLOSSARY OF TERMSACKNOWLEDGMENTSForewordWe live in a time of “I know
best.” Even though this may seem like a book that is following that thread, I promise you, it is not.
Life is filled with enough should, and I have no interest in adding to your pile, or looking at your
life from my high horse. I am, however, increasingly interested in mindfulness and how it has
helped me move through my life with more grace. (I say this as someone who just fell on her butt
yesterday in an attempt to figure skate.)We do the best we can, and sometimes, we become too
busy. We say “yes” when we should say “no.” We are exhausted at the end of the day but we
can’t sleep. We add more to our plates. We ignore our hunger, our voices, our bodies. We plough
through. I have done this, and I will continue to do this when I need to learn the same lesson.
However, as I have gotten older I have become adept at the habit of subtracting. I don’t need one
more Facebook friend or party or assignment to prove my worth. Meditation is what has given
me this confidence. It is something that sits with me when my partner has been working a lot and
I am lonely. It is a companion when I am worried that I am the least successful person of anyone
I know. It is a deep relationship through thick and thin as I transform each day. Mindfulness has
seen me with stringy hair and weepy eyes, and it has seen me when I can’t stop biting my nails
or checking my social media channels. When I feel anxiety settling in, trying to get comfortable, I
politely show it the door by meditating more.If I feel exhausted by the shoulds, I figured I must
not be the only one. This book of mindfulness is for those of you in the world who don’t have time
to add one more thing to your to-do list. Mindfulness can be taken on the road, when you are
drinking coffee, hanging out with your dog, sitting on a plane, or waiting in line. There are
countless moments of waiting in our day-to-day lives. Normally, we use that time to pull out our



phones and scroll through pages that we forget immediately after. If I quizzed you on what you
saw in those moments, it is likely you wouldn’t remember. Those are mindless moments, and
although that may be nice occasionally, it doesn’t fill us with the same benefits as moments of
mindfulness. Think of the emotions you would like to be fuller of: Calm? Hope? Love?
Mindfulness is a way of getting closer and closer to the person you know you can be, which may
be very different from the person who lost their cool on their commute this morning. I started
writing these meditations when I worked for Canadian wellness magazine tuja wellness. I found
that as I wrote, it became more and more natural for me to be present, which prevented stress
from escalating.My hope is that occasionally you put the phone away to get more connected to
your spirit and to your divine self. Moments that arise spontaneously can help you say hello to
the part of yourself that fiercely protects your own boundaries—and knows when to take a nap
and eat chocolate. I believe that the math equation (nap + chocolate = wisdom) is an elegant
theory (and I studied math in University, so you should listen to me).There is no should, there is
no rhyme or reason, there is just you. You may simply want to read this book for entertainment or
you may decide to incorporate it into your life. I am not here to preach, I am here to connect with
you, as a humbly mindful and constantly curious woman.I hope that you enjoy this journey of
self.Everyday Moments of MindfulnessFOR WHEN YOU DON’T EVEN FIT INTO YOUR FAT
PANTSFOR WHEN YOU ARE PREGNANT (AND FEELING FAT)FOR WHEN YOU ARE
FEELING LAZY AFTO GET OUT OF YOUR OWN WAYFOR WHEN YOU NEED A HUGFOR
WHEN YOU ARE MISSING OUTFOR HAPPY HOURFOR WHEN YOUR LISTENING SKILLS
ARE SERIOUSLY OUT OF PRACTICEFOR CREATIVE BURNOUTFOR DROPPING
JUDGMENTFOR MOVING FAR, FAR AWAYWHILE BRUSHING YOUR TEETHFOR WASHING
YOUR DAY AWAY IN THE SHOWERWHILE PAINTING YOUR NAILSFOR WHEN YOU HAVE
TO EAT THE CHOCOLATE CAKEFOR GREEN THUMB-LESS GARDENERSFOR WHEN
YOUR TEAM LOSESFOR A POLAR VORTEXFOR WHEN YOU AREN’T QUITE WHERE YOU
WANT TO BEFOR DRINKING COFFEEFOR WHEN YOU HAVEN’T GOTTEN ANYTHING
DONE TODAYFOR WHEN YOU NEED TO SLAY YOUR JOB INTERVIEWFOR WHEN YOU
ARE FREAKING OUT ABOUT EXAMSFOR WHEN YOU HAVE OVERINDULGEDFOR A SONG
STUCK IN YOUR HEADFOR HANGOVERSFOR WHEN YOU ARE STUCKFOR WHEN YOU
HAVE MESSED UP BIG TIMEFOR BITING YOUR NAILSFOR WHEN YOU CAN’T FIND YOUR
KEYSFOR PEOPLE WHO ARE ALWAYS BUSYFOR NON-HIPPIESWHILE YOU
WAITMindfulnessFOR WHEN YOU DON’T EVEN FIT INTO YOUR FAT PANTS“Iwant a perfect
body … I want a perfect soul,” sang Radiohead in their hit song, “Creep,” circa 1993. Generations
of grungy, angsty teenagers sporting rainbow hair and plaid shirts sang along—I may or may not
have been one of them. The grunge era may have passed, but the words still ring pretty true. We
want perfect bodies (and this was written before Instagram!). We are always trying to improve,
and let’s be honest, we often focus on the negative. We wish that our bodies were stronger,
smaller, larger, smoother, or sexier. We swear we will do better. We will exercise more and
reduce our diet until barely anything constitutes as “clean.”When was the last time you saw your



body as perfect?There has to be an enough from time to time. The author William Paul Young
wrote, “The opposite of more is enough.” We must turn off the media that says our worth is
directly proportional to the flatness of our stomachs.Try to center yourself on the thought that
your body is indeed perfect in every moment. It has wisdom and intuition to guide you toward
health and balance. Your cells know the right thing to do, just as your mind knows the right thing
to do, even if it doesn’t always follow it—to eat well and do well, offering you deep acceptance
and gratitude for the body you live in today.This meditation is simple. It’s a mantra: “So, hum.” I
am.Hear the gentle sound of your inhalation and exhalation. Inhale on so and exhale on
hum.Inhale … so.Exhale … hum.Thoughts will pop up, as they often do. Just come back to your
mantra, come back to your breath. This meditation will anchor you in the realization that your
body will change, your environment will alter, and yet there is a constant in life. “I am” is the
present tense—the part of your body and mind that is grounded and connected.After five to ten
minutes, release the mantra, come back into your body, and gently open your eyes. Enjoy the
perfection of your body and if negative thoughts arise during the day, send yourself acceptance
and love.So, hum.MindfulnessFOR WHEN YOU ARE PREGNANT (AND FEELING FAT)It is a
pretty remarkable thing to grow a human being. Even so, it doesn’t matter how many times
someone declares that you are glowing. When you have a cocktail of new hormones and are
gaining new chins with every week, you may find yourself looking at your pre-prenatal clothing in
your closet thinking, “I will never be able to fit into that again.”There is a great avocado meme
that says underneath it, “You’re the good kind of fat.” But this is not often how pregnant women
feel, even if their husbands are insisting that it is true. (And husbands who are not insisting—
watch your backs.)It is time to embrace the belly.Place your hands on your belly, which,
depending on the stage of your pregnancy may be quite small or the most obvious thing about
you. You are likely already embracing the growing life beneath; that part isn’t hard. But as you sit,
try to breathe and soften the belly as much as you can. Send love to your belly itself with the
warmth of your hands and the attention of your breath. Embrace the body where it is right now,
rather than waiting for it to bounce back to what it used to be.Your changing shape is an
expression of your expanding heart. Feel yourself filled to the brim with love, not only for the life
inside you, but also for the amazingness that is you. Only allow yourself to stand up when you
believe this (even just a little).Now it is time to put on the song that always makes you dance.
Then do just that. Dance. Dance with your whole body, including your belly. Dance until your
cheeks are flushed and you feel uplifted and a little silly. (A little silly is always great for the
soul.)You may need to repeat as needed. Until the next mindful dance-off, go swagger in your
sexy skin.MindfulnessFOR WHEN YOU ARE FEELING LAZY AFIwas born in 1980. Some
consider me a millennial, some consider me Generation X. All I know is that I remember far too
well what life used to be like before I was so technologically distracted. What did I do before
YouTube and Facebook and iPhones? How did I read books when they weren’t conveniently
downloaded to my tablet?I was focused, that’s what. Now with all of these technological bells
and whistles (the sounds we used to hear prior to ping notifications), it is far too easy for a day to



pass where our accomplishments become fewer and fewer, even though we may “learn” small
and random facts that we forget soon afterward.We are all twenty-first century goldfish.If the day
is passing by and you are in danger of having your updated social media feed be your most
impressive goal, it is time to take a mindful moment. There is no reason to feel guilty for this
“break.” Let’s be honest, the day thus far was an exercise in “breaking.”Many meditation and
mindfulness techniques are built around counting. We learn how to count early, but don’t always
realize that as adults we depend on the simplicity of this hardwired skill and don’t catch
ourselves fading away into other thoughts, ideas, plans, and sensations while we’re doing it.Not
this time.This time, I want you to count from ten to one with your breath being the anchor. Every
inhale and exhale counts as one of those numbers. When you get distracted (which on lazy days
is probably often), kindly bring yourself back to ten. Keep doing this until you feel that your
concentration is widening. Maybe you can even get from ten all the way to one, but this isn’t a
competition; it is mindfulness.When you are done, open your eyes and make a vow to do
something that benefits you more than wasting time on the Internet.At least for the next five
minutes …MindfulnessTO GET OUT OF YOUR OWN WAYSaboteur. The name sure is sexy and
would make a good title for a television drama. However, in life it’s not so sexy to stand in your
own way. Even when we know better, sometimes we inexplicably and royally screw up. When
you can’t figure out why you keep blocking yourself from relationships or procrastinating from
moving forward in your career, turn to meditation. Sometimes a whole lot of nothing can get you
somewhere.Sit down and take a few moments to close your eyes, center yourself, and focus on
elongating your spine. If you feel uncomfortable sitting on the floor, try elevating your hips by
sitting on a cushion.As you move into quiet, bring to mind an aspect of your personality that
tends to get in the way. This may be stubbornness, envy, or distrust. It may not be pretty—don’t
worry, it’s not supposed to be.As you breathe steadily, allow yourself to retrace this aspect of
your personality back to where it started. When we find where the hurt began, we can finally start
to heal the scars better.Once you feel you have sufficiently explored where this aspect of your
personality began, sit and try to stop naming, labeling, or judging yourself.Surround your inner
self with love and acceptance.As you open your eyes, bring your growth forward and be the
change you want to see in the world.”MindfulnessFOR WHEN YOU NEED A HUGIf we all said
what we wanted, the world would be a more peaceful place. But many of us don’t. We want the
people in our lives to intrinsically know what we need. When they don’t, we get annoyed by their
lack of ability to read our minds.There is something extremely vulnerable about asking for a hug.
I have found myself shyly approaching my longtime partner when I have had a bad day that I
didn’t want to talk about. Past the age of five, many of us have lost the skill of unabashed
hugging. We are deprived of oxytocin (the natural “love hormone” in our brains) because of it,
and as far as I know, you can’t get oxytocin over the counter.Hugging is good for the body and
mind, just as meditation is. It reduces the stress hormone cortisol. Both hugging and meditation
even seem to increase your immunity, which seems counterintuitive. During cold and flu season,
apparently, you should hug people more.I’m a hugger. I’ll take any study to heart that supports



my touchy-feely behavior. If you need a hug from someone, start by asking. Most likely, you will
get a yes, even if you are asking a less-than-seasoned hugger. Once you move into the hug,
notice the pure feeling of embracing. Pay attention to the points of contact between you and your
loved one. Ask the person to stay with you for three deep breaths. Perhaps you can even breathe
together, but it isn’t necessary. Just take the time to give and receive, bathing in appreciation for
this moment of togetherness.As a caveat, this meditation might be best to do with someone you
know extremely well. You don’t want to creep out your co-workers or anything.MindfulnessFOR
WHEN YOU ARE MISSING OUTFear of missing out (FOMO) is one thing, but what if you really
are missing out?I felt this acutely when I had to cancel two vacations in a row at the last minute.
On the first day, I got extremely good at feeling sorry for myself. I imagined the smell of
sunscreen and getting what I like to call “vacation brain,” which is when every intelligent, high-
functioning aspect of myself takes a hike. I become a little stupid, and I love it.Without the
vacation, I was stuck with this mopey version of myself, who was a drag to be around. I decided
to dig into my gratitude practice.When you are missing out, it is important to notice what you
aren’t missing. Turn on all five senses and turn off your devices. Even if you are bedridden or
house ridden or country ridden, you can challenge yourself to see all the good that is around
you.On my unexpected staycation, I made my favorite coffee in the morning and I savored it
within the silence. I cuddled with my cat in the afternoon for an indulgent amount of time. I went
for a long walk and smiled at everyone who walked by me, refusing to allow any lack of
participation to be taken personally.I realized that joy is a state of mind and it doesn’t require a
palm tree and Bermuda shorts (although both of those things are nice). The next time you have
to miss out on something for whatever reason, try to notice what you aren’t missing at all.
Whether it is your family, your health, or just the simple sound of a bird crooning outside of your
window, it is possible to transform your perspective, enjoy your own company, and focus on the
things that are worth your attention and gratitude. In any given moment.MindfulnessFOR HAPPY
HOURThere is a trend in the mindfulness world called “mindful drinking.” Great craft cocktails
and meditation cushions are designed to help people notice how drinking makes them feel.Well,
I know how drinking makes me feel, you may be thinking. Fan-freaking-tastic.As good as
drinking can make us feel, many people are concerned with how much they are drinking. The
guidelines are not always super clear about what one drink for a woman and two for a man really
means. We don’t know how often we can partake in drinks after work or happy hour and still be
healthy, vibrant people.Mindful drinking is not designed to make you feel badly about yourself. It
is designed to make you stop when you truly feel like stopping, rather than getting another round
just for the heck of it or because you have run out of things to say.The next time you order your
favorite drink, make a commitment to not having that drink in your hand the whole time. Take a
sip, and listen to people. We get nervous at parties and social get-togethers because we are
certain that we have to be the dynamic ones. We will be far more memorable if we truly listen
and pause and enjoy the conversation as much as the drink.Every time you have a sip, notice
what the sip is in relation to. Do you just want to taste it, or is it something psychological such as



mirroring other people around you or hitting an awkward lull in a conversation? Try to drink when
it isn’t a mask or an excuse to feel a little less.When the drink is done, pause for at least ten
minutes before ordering the next one. Notice how the alcohol has affected you, and examine
your desire for the next drink. Make sure that each drink is savored and that you feel truly
present. You may be less likely to have a hangover the next morning, and you will definitely be
viewed as a superb listener.
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Carfash, “At last! An everyday real kind of meditation!. I recommend this book to all the stressed
people out there. Common and not-so-common sense here. And one can better any situation
or state using Sunday’s ideas.  A winning book.”

K. Johnson, “Great for dealing with current stress and anxiety.. Great for dealing with stress and
anxiety. One of the more important topics for dealing with current social/environmental/political
situation.”

Just Me, “Mindfulness for Practical Living. You don’t have to know anything about/believe in
chakras, Eastern Religions, yoga, or mindfulness to read this book and be benefitted by it. Each
chapter’s title is “Mindfulness for” and then lists a specific situation like:...when the future looks
bleak,...when your heart is shattered in a million pieces,...when you miss someone really
badly,...when you can’t get back to sleep,...when customer service is slow,and 70 more
everyday life situations.The author’s writing style is authentic, humorous, and practical. This
book is an easy read and each chapter gives the reader plenty to think about.”

DP, “A Mindfulness Book that Keeps it Real. It’s very unusual that a book about mindfulness
stands out among the dozens of such books that are written on the subject. But this one does.
Because it does the following:1.) it connects meditation with everyday life without belaboring the
simple point being made – that, for example, we can meditate when we are in traffic, when we
traveling, when we are drinking coffee, when someone just betrayed us, when there is an ache in
our back, etc. The author is clearly well-trained in tune with the needs of our bodies and of our
minds.2.) it doesn’t just TALK about why we should meditate but gives a very practical
meditation for modern people that is rooted in ancient exercises developed over centuries of
common sense and often, more specifically, by centuries of effort put forth by Sanskrit cultures
(think Hinduism and Buddhism) that spent a lot of time coming up with exercises to help with
those sorts of things that we all go through as human being. The author brings all of this wisdom
to the reader without over-complicating the exercises or giving too much extraneous background
(however, there is a helpful glossary for those, like myself, who appreciate the information).3.) it
is written with a wise humor – in a tone of someone who knows what is good for you but not
instructing you like a child or a student but rather as a friend. This is hard because we’ve read
many books that seem to be written by someone high on a perch dispensing nuggets of advice.
This is a kind of let’s-be-real-about-what-we-all-go-through-and-deal-with-it kind of book.4.) it is
absolutely comprehensive – covering everything from inter-personal relationships with lovers,
friends, co-workers and strangers, to our relationship with technology, to our deepest
vulnerabilities about being unloved to our most primal desires for eating and sex, to just about
everything you can think of. There are 75 meditations for different moments, each not more than
a page long.Mindfulness is a subject that is often given over to too much false seriousness and,



sometimes, sanctimony that turns you off – as if meditation is some deep esoteric secret that
only the initiated can partake in. For those who have been practicing meditation, however, it is
widely understood that fundamentally becoming a meditator is about learning a tried-and-true
technique – a very simple technique – and cultivating confidence through practice that
meditation is making us happier and helping us make others around us happier. It’s not rocket
science and the author makes sure you get that point.This is a book to enjoy by reading
completely through once. After that – although I can’t be sure yet – it seems like a good book to
return to every so often as a reference to something happening in your life that requires attention
and might be helped by a tailor-made meditation.Highly recommended!”

Megs, “Not 100% my expectation, but still a lovely book!. I love the colours and the humour
involved. My one issue is that I was expecting a bit more specific advice to follow, but perhaps
that's more on me and my expectations, than the book itself! Worth a read, especially if you are
a beginner to meditation/mindfulness, or not as serious/devout in practicing it. :)”

The book by Courtney Sunday has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 12 people have provided feedback.
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